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 PTF imposes restrictions on local NGOs in Jaffna 
Sri Lanka government which allows only a few Non-government Organizations 

(NGO) to serve in Vanni, now imposes restrictions on NGOs serving in Jaffna too 

through its Presidential Task Force (PTF), headed by Basil Rajapaksa, Sri Lankan 

Minister and brother of SL President Mahinda Rajapaksa, NGO circles in Jaffna 

said. Read More    related - Restrictions imposed in Vanni   

NGOs / Jaffna      

Army records statements from (Vanni) villagers 

The military has recorded statements from some villagers in 

Gaudarimunai in the Poonekery division of the Kilinochchi after a team of 

JVP members visited the area recently, former MP Bimal Ratnayake said 

yesterday.. Read More  

IDPs/ political 

rights 

Political leaderships not bothered to solve educational problems 

of Muslims 
The All Ceylon Muslim Educational Conference (ACMEC) has charged the Muslim 

parliamentarians and the new education minister for not showing any interest in 

solving the educational problems of the Muslims. Read More 

 

Right to 

education/Muslim 

issues  

Black July 1983: Dedicate ourselves not to repeat the mistakes of 

the past 

In the past several years, the week of Black July was acknowledged and 

commemorated by civil society, and sometimes even by the government. 

But this year it has received very little attention. The readiness of society 

to put behind the events of July 1983 would be appropriate if 

reconciliation in the country after the war were truly taking place. 

Read More    

Ethnic 

Discrimination/ 

Tamil rights  

 Manmohan Singh to send envoy (to Lanka)  

India is deputing a senior official of the Ministry of External Affairs to Sri 

Lanka to assess the progress of restoration of normal life in Tamil-

dominated northern and eastern parts of the island at the end of the war 

against LTTE. Read More 

Reconciliation/ 

Indian pressure  
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